That's right peeps, the snow from the winter has melted and for some reason we are just now experiencing fall. Here are some quick tips on how to cope with the loss of snow and some things to keep in mind!

1. Find whatever remaining snow you can and save it for winter.
2. The yellow snow has a different flavour!
3. Crank your freezer to max, leave it open overnight and wake up to your very own winter!

---

**CULTURE ON CAMPUS**

Are you a cool dude/dudette? In sync with your culture? No? Well the Culture on Campus project is a project just for you! Up at the main campus celebrations of culture are being had at certain times over the next coming weeks, including musical acts, theatre, slam poetry, film, circus, dance, art, pretty much all the good stuff! We highly suggest you check it out before it ends!

- 24th November - 12:10 - 12:50
- 8th December - 12:10 - 12:50
- 13th December - 12:10 - 12:50

---

1. (@brezeldesignworks) 2. (@cifie) 3. (@martijnvandenbroeck) 4. (@brezeldesignworks) 5. (@cifie) 6. (@sofiabjurman) Help add more: #lifeatuid

---
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